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VALHALLA, 1910.

HISTORY OF CHICKASAW COLLEGE.
MISSISSIPPI'S OLDEST COLLEGE FOR GIRLS.
FOUNDED IN 1852.
THAT OUR DAUGHTERS MAY BE AS CORNER STONES POLISHED
AFTER THE SIMILITUDE OF A PALACE."
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FOREWORD.
This annual is gotten up by the Senior Class of Chickasaw College.
Its purpose would have been lost, had it been otherwise. It was planned
and carried out by the Senior Class as a Souvenir of their last happy year of
College life.
Not even did the teachers play a part in accepting or rejecting the
voluminous piles of manuscript that weighed the desk and brain of
those happy Seniors. To them is greatly due the success or failure of the
"Valhalla." They have labored long, burnt more electricity, spent more
gray matter, and wasted more ink than any editors. This annual is the
first one by Chickasaw, and they have tried to the best of their ability to
make it a pleasant remembrance to those who come after them. They feel
as trhough a lack of time and experience they have made many mistakes, but
if ever in a small degree they have uplifted the community in any way, they
shall feel that their efforts have not been in vain.
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CHICKASAW COLLEGE.
i?' Miychell- President
S. M. BARR, Secretary
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Aberdeen, Miss.
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Pontotoc, Miss.
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Nettleton, Miss.
Plantersville, Miss.
Corinth, Miss.
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VALHALLA" STAFF.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF..,.
LITERARY EDITORS
ART EDITOR
ORGANIZATION EDITORS
CLASS EDITOR
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ETHEL GILES.
/ WILLIE FERGUSON.
GRISHAM.

1 ZORA

WILLIE PARROT.
) VIRDYE^CAMPBELL.
SARAH RAUCH.

ATHLETIC EDITOR

EVA RAUCH.

SUBSCRIPTION EDITOR

MARIE ANDERSON.

: MANAGER

MAUDE WIGGS.

THE "VALHALLA" STAFF.
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SIDNEY LANIER.
The most remarkably original and beloved poet of the South was Sidney Lanier, who was chosen to write the famous cantata fnr
•
*

the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia.

short and greatly hindered, its fruit will be effective for many years to come
He was born in Macon, Ga., in 1842.
From hi*
I
noted Huguenot musicians, he inherited unusual talent for mn'^7 ° IT
Played wonderfully on the flute, piano and viofin S i
' -T He
tion. He said of himself, "My L has beZ filled S™"* ^
Lanier made friends rapidly and impressed all
'„+Lchivalry, peculiarly his own. At the age offifteenhe IT T T i *

15

loved ones expected. He was buried in Baltimore, where beautiful tributes
were paid him
He died not realizing what an important place his .name
was to hold in Literature.
A sketch of his life would not be complete without mentioning some
ot his works and the sublime nature which prompted them.
Sidney Lanier was a true worshiper of nature. His poems abound
with love and beauty, casting a glamour over common incidents of everyday
IT: !u
Tj bec,ome lustrous and lovely to our eyes. It has been said
that the Ballad of the Trees and the Master" and "The Marshes of Glynn"
are religion set to music. To know Lanier, one must read "The Symphony '»
a poem, in which the different musical instruments plead the part of love.'
Reckoning by years his life seems short but by the result of his life's
work, those few short years are like stars for the multitude.
Z. G.

^tilgS^ety^hmi any'othTbrai^df of "his vvorif ^ ^^^heTglethTp'e Destudent of literature, reading with eagerness the old En11^1° C
authors. He graduated in 1860 and the following suZer w fcrf ^ IT"
grandfather, who lived on a large estate in Tennoo
spent with his
springs. While here he
the devastation that so soon followed.
"Tiger Lilies" his fir J
?
founded on facts he gained while at this
tie Sou^ "° ' Wa'
Soon after this the war began and Lanier enlisted as one of tho M
con volunteers.
During his first vear in mmn ru
^a~
but after the fight at Malvern hill he was much
toms of consumption, against which he foiio-nt
L
• I •
sympDuring the long struggle which followed, Lanier servedT a/insnilT 'T
joy to his fellow-soldiers.
His wonderful SWPPI- fl,,T
aspiration and
many sad and discouraged hearts. But it is not as a LlXZ
that Lanier shinest brightest, but as a poet.
musician
His literary life really began in 1878 ' and id*
ten to his wife, who was Miss Mary Day and whom h i TmS ™6re Writ"
after his graduation. He had not be£i marked m' Z marr!eclsh0rt,y
health began to decline, and hoping to be benefited he wen^North T T
ing a position in the Peabody Orchestra. As he improvld s owl v ^-,TP
cians sent him to Florida and Georgia, and during these tralefs he P T
many beautiful ballads, filled with the beauties of nature
He L
T°
<0
Baltimore in the winter to open three lecture courses wh.Vfi
1
trying for his weak constitution.
His many fS pers^ThtT8 T
the air of the mountains of North Carolina, but he was past the a d of
ture and in the beautiful valley of Lynn he died in 1831, sooner Ihan his
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OFFICERS OF ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION.
MRS. W. M. ROBERSON
MRS. R. P. DONALDSON
MRS. B. D. ANDERSON
MRS. C. D. MITCHELL
MRS. R. B. PATTERSON

President.
First Vice President.
Second Vice President.
Secretary.
Treasurer.
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MARIE ANDERSON,
PONTOTOC, MISSISSIPPI.

Motto: "California or bust."
Tall and well proportioned, and will never be an old maid because of
her animosity toward cats. Her thoughts are light and northwesterly.
Favorite occupation: Strolling down lover's lane; and her much wor
shipped dish is fried chicken. Chief sayings: "I do" and "yes." The
only serious charge that can be brought against her good nature is her un
merciful attempts to murder the English Language.
Secretary of Lydian Society first and second quarter and member of
Programme Committee last quarter.

1

VERDYE WALDROP CAMPBELL.
PONTOTOC, MISS.

Motto: "A wise look, a silly grin, a shallow brain." It is well to have
a variety We have it in Verdye, for she is "various" enough to become
entangled in Cupid's web and have a variety of name.
Unknown to her beloved class mates, she suddenly chose a pebble
from the beach and eloped with it one Fridav night. We are sure that she
will be a true jewel to her "chemical affinity." She is kind and loyal to her
score of friends; has a cheerful disposition, and is loved by all.
President of Lydian Society third quarter, and member of program
committee last quarter.

VALHALLA, 1910,
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WILLYE FERGUSON,
PONTOTOC, MISS.

Motto: ' 'My dull brain is wrought with things forgotten." She made
herself immortal when she served as president of Lydian Society the first
and second quarters Everybody acknowledges her to be the cutest girl in
town. The class sincerely hopes the past will rise up before her like a great
monument. She expresses herself often with "con
it."
When she sees a yellow horse and sandy haired boy, she just goes off
in ethereal raptures. The greatest part of her time is spent knocking the
"ivory." Willye is a small little girl, quiet and a great lover of the antique.
Class musician..

ETHEL GILES,
CHALYBEATE, MISSISSIPPI.

• u ,,M°tt0: 1,1 want what I want when I want it." Her jolly rotund face
is bubbling over with mischief tho' sometimes she appears very dignified
when she makes ' 'suggestions" at the Y. W. C. A. Answer to all questions*
You can search me." To all commands, "Meek me." Constant occupa
tion, Gillysiggles," eating fudge, and being odd. Hobby, Wearing a long
coat to breakfast table and sitting up after light-bell, to study.
... . After makinS a fortune as a "Doc" she expects to retire to private
life in a gray stone house on a hill near Baltimore.
Class President, Class Poet. Editor-in-chief of "Valhalla" Chairman
of Devotional Committee of Y. W. C. A., member of Poster Committee
President of Elizabethan Society third quarter, Vice-President of same first
and second quarters, member of Program Committee first, second and fourth
quarters. Class Baby.
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ZORA GRISHAM,
PONTOTOC, MISSISSIPPI.

Motto:

"I

long for the days of leisure." Better known as Zin

BESSIE HUTCHISON,
an

S'°PPed 8Ch001 last MareS becauS'sL wLl'tS
brigand
bright and did not wish to get too far ahead of her class-matp^ QU„ ;o

s,ern vLSSS'JT

t

t,es rore

a ™fZS£JSZa

Vice President of Lydian Society and Senior Class. Member of
gramme Committee first quarter and President last quarter.

Pm

PONTOTOC, MISS.

Motto: "We rise by the things that are under our feet " Favorite
ZZTn: »tUd/in? thedead languages." Chief amusement- being a
school marm and using the rod. Low of stature, slow of gait but active
fashioned sorghum Raises." Favorite Sg
The idea, but unfortunately never has one in her head She is kind and
agreeable true to herself and friends. Never much of a socle y Udy but
y'
employes herself in more profitable work.
President of the Elizabethan Society the fourth quarter.
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WILLIE PARROTT,
OKOLONA, MISSISSIPPI.

Motto: "Where there's a will, there's a way!"
She once made a trip to Arkansas, and thought she had seen just about
all of the world. She has a very fertile imagination, which she uses to a
remarkable degree, and can do any thing with honorable success, from paint
ing a portrait of her "chemical" affinity, to eating horrid hash Often goes
about singing "Every one was meant for some one." Her favoiite saying
Oh! forget it! and she goes into raptures over "divinity" fudge Is some
times called Bill, but prefers to be called to meals.
Class Artist. President of Elizabethan Society, first and second quar
ters; Vice President of the same, third quarter; Secretary of it, fourth quar
ter; Secretary of Y. W. C. A.; member of Program Committee of Society
member of Poster Committee of Y. W. C. A.; Class Prophet.

EVA RAUCH,
PONTOTOC, MISSISSIPPI.

Motto: "Press onward and make mountains out of mole-hills."
v , , ,.u. sbe commonly called and has been accused of carrying our
basket-ball in her hair, for safe keeping. She clerks for her father at odd
times but keeps one eye on the door looking for the daily appearance of "a
mce young man." When undecided often asks, "What'dTsay gWs'"
four pickles"88

&PPearanCe and is rea11^ busi™ss

like. Appetizing dish,

Secretary Lydian Society, last quarter; member of Program Commit
tee, second quarter; Athletic Editor of Valhalla.
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SARAH RAUCH,

MAUDE WIGGS,

PONTOTOC, MISSISSIPPI,

CHALYBEATE, MISS.

Motto: "Do unto others as you would have others do unto you "
,»aii v,
<?m- mS ®a !n8f h,er ""blemished character is recognized. Some
call her prim" and others "precise." Yet behind her stern dignity there
SheJUsies herself writin^ many letters to her numerf
nrettv
I- ^ b°X increases almost daily. But she is
pretty
and that goes a long distance.

T

Secretary of Elizabethan Society third quarter, Vice-President fourth
-m

ST

°' Se"i0r ClaS8' 01888 Edito' *•*>-

S
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•*»<*.^mcessla, BUSIBESA WOMM
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be implanted in

™,,edALDIRSO- A"DIT——-
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And the spirit says: "Let them be as lights shining through the
the

CLASS HISTORY.
In the beginning we were created Freshman '08. Our minds were
without form and void and darkness was upon the face of each And the
spirit of Chickasaw College moved upon the darkness of the class and there
was light.
And we saw the light that it was good and distinguished it from dark
ness. And this was our first year. And the spirit said "Let them have
exams and be promoted to a higher class, and let them be divided from the
freshies."
And we made our passes and those who now saw light were divided
from those who were still in darkness. And it was so. And we werecalled
Sophomores and the time was now the second year.
And the spirit said: "Let them assume the dignity befitting Sopho
mores and let them re.gn supreme over the members of the Freshman class
And ,t was so. And the spirit gave us grace to wade through the deep
waters of dead languages and math (on ponies) and we saw that it was good
And the spirit said, "Let them bring evidence of their knowledge in
English, one theme per week, and let them search field and too in the inter
est of science also let them organize a basket-ball team in the interest of
athletics
And ,t was so. And the time was now the third year and we
became
And the spirit breathed upon us and we knew the lights
in the firmament of the Heaven and the structure o, the rocks upon the face
of the earth. And the spirit said: "Let the soul
mnsic, the muse of

"aU*htin*S3 °f

S°pha

— * 'be dark.

bvthet°ditfWaSS°' A"b ekfain the spirit says: "May their barks, driven
their own favorite breezes, though gliding i„ wide]y separated
somewhere and somewhen, all cast anchor in a common harbor where the
waters wash the strands of gold."

HISTORIAN.
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CLASS SONG.
Better than riches or worldly wealth
Is a heart we'll always treasure;
Beaming with happiness, hope and health,
And warmed by a love divine
But the hours we've studied are better far,
Than the hours we gave to pleasure.
So come, let us praise our fair student days,
And the joys we're leaving behind.
FIRST CHORUS.

Here's to our Alma Mater dear,
And the days which will ne'er come back;
Here's to her daughters far and near,
To maroon and gold and black.
Here's to the hearts that beat for us,
True as the stars above;
Here's to our teachers every one,
Here's to the school we love.
The troubles and trials of 1910,
We always shall remember.
Tho' we're the Seniors so bold and grave
Of work we've had no lack;
But we've learned something more than book lore
Of friends we ne'er can sever;
And the friends of today will be friends of always
By the maroon and gold and black.
SECOND CHORUS.

Oh! Alma Mater, kind and true
Your daughters ne'er forget.
The golden haze of student days,
Will linger round us yet.
Those days of yore will come no more,
But through the future years
The thought of you so good so true
Will fill our eyes with tears.

VALHALLA, 1910.

THE GROWLER.
would require an OUT AND OUT pessimist to growl to the degree that
Lrumhlp °UH
'i 5 ^ there WaS a b°dy °f girls that had material to
grumble and scowl their faces over, it is the Senior class of 1910. In the
first P'ace we have been "on pins" since September through the desire to
know what degree of knowledge our honorable and beloved President sees
fit to bestow upon us. Last year the Junior "Growler" fairly groaned be
cause we didn t have a walk to the front door, now we have a nice walk and
we growl, because we are not allowed to cut across the lawn and make the
distance shorter. Everything we hear is "keep off the grass" as if that
little patch bermuda, was all the world afforded.
Didn't a single one of us wish to study that old zoology in our Senior
year, neither did we want to learn the glossary in Myth either, hut we don't
get what we want anyway. If we did we would have gone to Houlka with
our excellent play which we worked so hard on to act perfectly in that city.
Mr Goff was afraid the wagon would jolt the fair damsels," he said. All
of the class, not just myself alone, growled day and night for two quarters
about those interesting orations we must give, then when we were told we
didn t have to have the third on condition we would get up an annual, we
just cried ot over joy.
But the sad part that when we started on the annual we found it a
greater task than the orations. After bumming the whole town for sub
scriptions and advertisements we havn't a friend left.
We were so horrified to hear that they "say" we are pert and not all
digmfied as bemors should be, but I would like to know who could be calm
and dignified when some of our esteemed citizens knew not what an annual
was. Sad, sad but true, last but not least of our "grumblingpoints" Verdye
saw a favorable opportunity and did the most horrid thing, married
Now who would not grumble till June about such a thing as that. All
but me wished her success, but as I am a pessimist and couldn't see a flow
ery path of ease before her, but instead dark future forebodings. I of
course, fell in the rear and confined myself to my own dark thoughts' I
amo abut to make my speech too long, but I could just growl and even roar
sometimes. Well let's hope the optimist will come right behind me and blot
out all the plain truth I have said with her light easy comforting words.
GROWLER.
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CLASS POEM.
THE COMFORTER.
It would take a really, truly optimist to see and describe the bright side
of our class this year, for we have really had more to help us along than any
Senior class of the past terms. All of us are looking forward to having the
honorable title of A. B. girls, and I think we wont be disappointed if we con
tinue our good record. Our teachers have been exceedingly good to us, and
despite our many subjects we have had an easy time. Contrary to our
growler we have a splendid walk and really there should be no necessity to
cut across the campus and disfigure it with an ugly path. We should be
proud enough of it to take pleasure in walking on it even if it is a "half mile"
around. We have had many more conveniences that add so much to the
pleasure of our last school days.
None of us mind the''zoology' 'in the afternoon afterschool hours for our
president makes it very interesting and all of us like the specimens we have
to analyze. I think the famous orations we gave were splendid for our first
attempt but all of the credit must be given to our English teacher. Mr. Goff
surely knows what is best for his Seniors. Several girls did not want our
play taken to Houlka and I am glad we did not get to go for it would have
been more trouble that we could have made from it.
Our delightful annual will be out by commencement and I am sure lots
of pleasure will be derived from it. It has been easy to get up and I think
we ought to have had one a long time ago. The men pretend that they do
not like for us to "bum" them for advertisements and subscriptions but I
think they don't mind. It certainly shows what our class can do.all by them
selves. A very unusual incident happened some time ago which was quite a
surprise to us all and that was the loss—in marriage—of one of our most
popular girls. Of course Verdye was highly congratulated bv us all and I
see nothing wrong in her marrying if she wanted to and had a chance. I
guess none of us would have seriously objected if it had been our good luck.
Altogether our last year of school life has been agreeably pleasant and
I am sure our pessimist can never find one thing to growl about if she ever
sees any of the lovely things around her. Our path has truly been strewn
with roses and our willing feet have trodden the "flowery paths of ease"
with pleasure.
COMFORTER.

Of all the wondrous companies
That are found in our great land,
A Senior class is just about
The most pretentious band.
But one thing now is on our brain,
Our fame has grown so tall,
That Mr. Goff may not agree
To give us up at all.
II.
We've "starred" in our Geometry,
We speak French fluently,
And in and out of school each day
We've acted very prudently.
Some day we'll set the world on fire
With theories sublime;
And to the top thru thick and thin,
To fame we each shall climb.
III.
But should I tell what we have done,
'Twould knock the historian out;
And should I tell what we shall do,
What could the profit write about?
The duty of the poet is
Her favorite muse to call,
And having kissed the Blarney stone
To describe us each and all.
IV.
Among the faithful you will find,
That Bessie stands with modest mien.
Tho' stern, I'm sure she will be kind
When in the chair of English she is seen.
Verdye was destined for a belle,
For she is beautiful indeed;
But she let go her fate, pell-mell,
And then eloped upon a steed.
V.
Now next to pass is tall Marie,
With curly locks and eyes of blue;
A great musician she will be,
Indeed, with suiters not a few.

On Latin, vengeance is declared
By Zora who is proud and "smart;"
But "Math" they say has her ensnared,
And boys declare she has no heart.
VI.
The "famous ten" has only one
Who rushes headlong after knowledge;
And Eva'll surely spend her life
In some great business college.
The violin, can Sarah play,
With very much artistic grace;
And all the while her dimples gay
Do win the heart of every face.
VII.
On Wiilye F. we now depend,
To play for us the latest songs;
Some day her future she will spend
'Mid roses and tumultuous throngs.
The German books are Maude's "standby,"
And French, as well, thrown in;
Though sometimes she does let fly,
Some words to make you grin.
VIII.
The greatest artist of this age,
Miss Willie Parrott sure will be;
Her pictures will be all the rage,
From land to land and sea to sea.
And shall I tell my dearest hope?
'Tis only this—I know you'll start;
With learned doctors I will cope,
And never from my 'fession part.
IX.
Now then, my muse, -oh, there,—it'sgone,
So "Liebe Wohl" to one and all,
Until we meet on that bright morn,
The morn when tears no more do fall,
And may we then united be
Throughout a long eternity.
CLASS POET.
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DIE WACHT AM RHEIN.
Es braust ein Ruf wie Donner-hall,
Wie Schwert-ge-Klirr und Wogenprall:
Zum Rhein, zum Rhein, zum deutchen Rhein
Wer will des stromes Huter sein?

SENIOR CLASS PROPHECY.

CHORUS.

Lieb' Vaterland magst ruhig sein,
Lieb' Vaterland magst ruhig sein:
Fest steht und treu die Wacht, die Wacht am Rhein!
Feststeht und treu die Wacht, die Wacht am Rhein.
Durch Hundert-tausend zuckt es schnell
Und aller Augen blitzen hell:
Der Deutche, bieder, fromm und stark,
Beschutzt die heil'ge Landesmark.
Er blickt hinauf in Himmelsau'n,
Da Heldenvater niederschaum,
Und schwort mit stolzer Kampfeslust
Du, Rhein, bliebst deutch wie meine Brust.
So lang ein Tropfen Blut noch gluht,
Noch eine Faust den Degen zieht:
Und noch ein Arm die Buchse spannt,
Betritt kein Feind hier deinen Strand!
Der Schwurerschallt die Woge rinnt
Die Fahnen flattern hoch im Wind:
Zum Rhein, Zum Rhein, Zum deutchen Rhein
Wir alle wollen Hutersein!

As prophetess, I take it unto myself to lift, in my mind's eve tho
heavy curiam of the obscure future, and to see my beloved classmates ten
years hence. Following this up, here is what I seeIt was twilight. I sat alone in the deepening gloom of a sweet sum
TH UGHTS
smtoerreeVhousN

S T*"

through my mind?*

T' °

mem°ry'

*

™ ^^

thUS'

^

charmin^ verse

Passed

"Oft' in the stilly night,
Ere slumber's chain has bound me,
Fond Memory brings the light
Of other days around me."
m
' fond memor-v had indeed brought the light of other days around
me-the days of happy school life at Chickasaw College many, many times
since my graduation there, ten years before. I longed to hear of my class
mates, bound to me by the bands of the grand old Alma Mater'
In looking over the evening paper, I noticed a glaring head-line an
nouncing the arrival of a famous pianist at Memphis. Her name was -well'
76 Ferguson! Wishing to see her, I went ore night
She I
f 7 Tf
® ^ar"e before the vast audience in her usual calm manner of the old days
,her Place at the piano. Her excellent playing literally brought
down the house, and she received many lovely flowers.
At the close of the performance, I learned from her that Marie was
comfortably settled in married life in a cottage built for two Marie had
once been interested in music, but that did not seem to last long.
tc
r>
u" goin? iato a business house to have some tracts copied, I found
Eva Rauch occupied as a stenographer. She said that she was happy and
successful in her chosen profession. Having discovered so many of my
former classmates, I resolved to find the remainder of them. Going from

40
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there to St. Louis, I was caught in a wreck. A sweet faced lady, accom
panied by a nurse, came to ascertain my injuries, and I was overjoyed to
recognize in time two of my classmates, Dr. Ethel Giles and the "Red Cross"
nurse, Zora Grisham. Ethel had taken her degree from the university of
Michigan, and Zora had comforted many weary sufferers with her dark eyes
and sweet voice, in her capacity of nurse.
At New Orleans, some weeks lacer, I accidently found another class
mate, Sarah Rauch. She had become a celebrated violinist and received a
large salary each night, and her greatest hope had been realized.
I received a dainty, perfumed letter, shortly afterward, from a lady
of fashion. She wrote of balls and dinners, theatres and travel, in which
she was participating. At the end was signed a familiar name, Bessie
Hutchison, who was the belle of the season in her city. It pleased me much
to hear from a classmate.
On my way home I saw on the train another familiar face, and hasten
ed to speak to Maude Wiggs, who told me that she was a professor of math
ematics in a large "college. I congratulated her heartily over it.
As for Verdye Woldrop's fate,—well, I had known it before I left col
lege. She had possessed a remarkable musical talent, but preferred to mar
ry rather than to develop this taient. Well, such is life!
My summer vacation being ended, I hastened to my own work. In a
pretty garden my studio was situated, for I was an Illustrator of books and
magazines. I had chosen this vocation after finishing at college.
Thus, the ten Seniors of 1910 found each their life work before them,
after going out from old Chickasaw with pure hearts and noble purposes.
PROPHETESS.
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WHY THE 'IO'S COME TO COLLEGE.
"Because mamma did."

MARIE ANDERSON
MAUDE WIGGS

"?

WILLIE PARROTT
ETHEL GILES

<<T0 become accustomed to knocks."
"CAUSE THEY COU]DN,T STAND ME &T HOME „

ZORA GRISHAM

"Yet unknown."

EVA RAUCH

??????>>

^0 exercise her pedal extremities."

VERDYE CAMPBELL
SARAH RAUCH

"TO get the first principle of matrimony."
«TO GET AN A B „

BESSIE HUTCHISON
WILLYE FERGUSON

"Because Claude goes to the University "
"Just to be doing."
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CLASS WILL.
The last Will and Testament of Senior Class of 1910 at Chickasaw
College.
Know our successors by these possessions: That we the Senior Class
of June, 1910, being of trembling bodv and uneasy mind before final exami
nations, do leave this will and testament to those whose fatal lot it is to fol
low in our tracks. We resign Mrs. Golf's "requirements" to our successors.
We bequeath to the next Senior Class the right to wear the white caps, the
privilege of going to town without a teachei*, the right to study a half-hour
after light-bell, also the right to be called down after that time.
We leave the thousands of tack holes found in the newly Kalsomined
walls to those occupying the rooms in future years.
To the Junior Class we leave the chemical laboratory provided it will
not be used as a means for playing hooky.
To those who may happen to get any of our Gennan, French, Spanish
or Latin books, we bequeath the interlinings and hope they may keep same,
in the midst of grief and pain, from flunking. We bequeath our magnifi
cently equipped gymnasium to those coming after us. We gladly bequeath
our class rooms, desks, old tablets, ink bottles, pens and pencils to anyone
who may find use for them.
We appoint Mr. Goff as sole executor of this will and testament unto
which we set our hands and seal on the first day of June, in the year of our
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and ten, in the presence of these three
witnesses.
CHIEF COOK,
BOTTLEWASHER,

OURSELVES AS OTHERS SEE US.
MARIE ANDERSON
VERDYE WALDROP CAMPBELL
WILLYE FERGUSON
ZORA GRISHAM
ETHEL GILES
BESSIE HUTCHISON
WILLIE PARROTT
EVA RAUCH
SARAH RAUCH
MAUDE WIGGS

"Classiest sport."
"Loveliest love-lornest 1;
"Most conceited."
"Biggest freak."
"Biggest baby."
"Awfullest nothing."
'Greenest it."
'Most forty-two-est."
'Biggest brag."
'Stuntiest gump."
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WILLIE WEBB.
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CORDIE BISHOP.
This is our only Junior as the course was raised and she was the only
only one who could meet the requirements. She is an extremely bright
young lady and is likely to fill the place of the class of 1910.
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SOPHOMORE CLASS HISTORY.

s

mo t ,W",PaSSed °ur Fresh"»n year with (lying: colors. We were not like
st freshmen, s.lly, for we always had a dignified air, had the respect and
s

I

s

a

that our claS3 proves 10

<*

the best in the

We see before us many "nations yet to conquer " but with th
All hot]0 ° r n0thlng that We °USht t0 d0 that WiH be left
All honor and pra.se to the dozen Sophomores of Chickasaw.
5 £

undone-

HISTORIAN OF '12.
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SOPHOMORE CLASS.
The Sophomore Class, is the best in school,
They'd never think of disobeying a rule,
Miriam Simpson, with eyes of blue,
To beat her in books there are very few,
Clyde Wood, with hair of soft brown.
Her superior can't be found in town.
Mana Marion, tho' her hair is almost red.
She has plenty of sense in her bright head.
Merrill Stowe with her dignified air (hair)
A better reader can't be found any where.
Bessie Webster is a brunette also
And all of her lessons she generally knows.
Eleanor Roberson has eyes of gray,
She's as brilliant as a bright Spring day.
Of the whole class Zelle Harris is the wit,
Any where you put her she's sure to fit.
Vaudie Bishop is a dashing Brunette,
Once see her fair face, you'll never forget.
Inez Abernathy has deep dark blue eyes
They're about the color of the midnight skies.
Dale Wood is often seen tap her head
And look as tho' her "Best" had fled.
Mildred Peges is something of a stunner,
At the head of her class, and rather a wonder.
I'm the poet as you see
And the crank in C. F. C.

M. M.
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FRESHMAN CLASS HISTORY.
The Freshman Class of 1910 is the most wonderful in the history of
this great college.
We have gathered about sixteen specimens, some from the town, some
from the country, and some—going by their looks—from—you can't tell
where. Such was the material gathered together to form the Freshman
Class of 1910.
The "raw product" was sent to the machines for the long process of
refinement. One year has passed, but we haven't "refined" much although
we hope when 1913 comes that we will be the most polished product ever
sent out from C. C.
HISTORIAN.
MILDRED BOYD,

MADGE ANDERSON, LILLIE STATEN, WILMA SIMMONS, KATE MAULDIN,
WILLIE RODGERS, SARAH DUNLAP, MACIE YOUNG.

CORNELIA KNOX, MARY LYLE STENNIS, NELLE HUNTINGTON, FLOURNOY BELL, NANNIE
PEARL JACKSON, SUSIE WEATHERALL, ALMARINE BROWN.
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FRESHMAN POEM.
Here's to the class of nineteen thirteen,
The dearest jolliest class of all,
Some do work, others shirk,
But all of us study now and then.
When at Chickasaw we Freshmen became.
We hadn't muchknowledge, Mr. Goff would exclaim
But we hope to grow by calculation
High in this honored estimation.
And next year when Sophs we become,
You can bet your life we'll have our fun,
And to the good girl's rank we're bound to grow,
Just watch us when we Sophomores.
But as time rolls on we'll do our best,
In every Latin and English test,
That some sweet day we all will shine
As the noble women of our time.
Although tis hard, as yet, for us
To be very quiet and make no fuss,
Still we are all willing to try,
To be like our Seniors by and by.
After all we have our ambitions,
And really good are our intentions
So don't give up you dear old teachers,
If we don't act like a set of preachers.
Then just for old time sake,
We'll yet some mischief make,
You'll hear again our Freshman scream,
When we are Seniors in dear'13.

POET OF 1913.

SUB-FRESHMA N.
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SUB-FRESHMAN.
LINDA BROWN.
SUELLA BROWN.
ROSELLE CALLOWAY.
VERDIE COLLUMS.
LAURA GRAGNON.
ETOILE JOHNSON.
GENIE MAY GANDY.
ESTHER PADEN PAULK.
MARY WEBSTER.
BEATRICE WEST.
PAULINE RAUCH.
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Eva Knox.
Lois Knox.
Jo Knox.
Marian Boyd.
Tiny Seals.
Mildred Calloway.
Richard Calloway.
Elizabeth Barr.
Margaret Barr.
Evan Baker.
Mildred Rutledge.
Josephine Wheeler.
Cicily Simmons.
Myra Dunlap.
McNeil Dunlap.
Bula Ferguson.
Isabel Goff.
Rufus Lee Haney.
Irene Bratton.

Marian Bingham.
Gladys Donaldson.
Charles Simpson.
Alice Simpson.
Winnie Roberson.
Anna Lora Roberson.
Roberta Baskin.
William Mothershead.
Sara Wheeler.
Mary Lyons.
Julia Austin.
Gertrude Vaughn.
Q. Bell Jones.
Dorothy Miller.
Dovie Crowson.
Christine McDonald.
Berdie Brown.
San Stuart Roberson.
Minna Bell Baskin.
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COLLEGE SONG.
Air: (Bonnie Blue Flag.)
We are a band of sisters, our hearts all beat as one,
Our mother Chickasaw's the best beneath the shining sun. Our president is mighty fine, John GofT he is by name,
And he is leading Chickasaw to glory and to fame.
CHORUS.

Huzza! huzza! for Chickasaw we sing,
We quaff the cup of golden good
'Neath the shadow of her wing.
We are the oldest college in all this grand old State,
And here all others drank the fount that made them truly great,
And now in countless Christian homes reign women true and grand,
They learned the law from Chickasaw, the dearest in the land.
We gladly crown old Chickasaw, her mission is sublime.
She holds her hand to every girl who knows the worth of time.
She bears aloft the standard high that womanhood alone,
And not the incident of birth should make a woman's throne.
Sometimes along our shining path, just to increase our joys,
We cast a thought, a passing thought, upon the college boys.
And then we dream the modest dream, a life still more complete,
If they should bring their manly hearts and cast them at our feet.
I am a girl of Chickasaw, I glory in the name,
For Alma Mater" stands for truth, the ground of fadeless fame.
And on this spot old Pontotoc, we consecrate our love,
And wish for you and Chickasaw the smile of Heaven above.
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Is LIFE WORTH LIVING.

TEACHERS' TRAINING DEPARTMENT.
Eugenia Wiggs.
Lorene Dunlap.
Reba Armstrong.
Quella McGregor.
Sadie Franklin.
Docia Moorman.
Maidie Gay.
Ludie McCutcheon.
Minnie Caldwell.
Rebacca Bridwell.
Mabel Burke.
Ida Pearl Shaw.

Irene Young.
Susie Jones.
Myrtle Collums.
Beulah May Roberts.
Lela McLaurin.
Alma McLaurin.
Flora May Campbell.
Carrie Campbell.
Maidie Daws.
Vassie Bolen.
Lora Jernigan.
Lou Hall.
Leona Johnson.

Our class was organized Sept. 14, 1909, under Prof. John Goff in class
room number 8, just over the dining room where we could smell the delicious
odor of fried onions and limburger cheese which always makes a school girl
hungry.
We organized with seven girls but our number has increased until we
now have thirty-two and it is increasing every day. These girls who are
some day to make the teachers are doing all in their power tosecure the right
kind of training and will one day make the teachers you are looking for.

Life is worth living, so it's often said,
If you bury the past and let it be dead.
If you've gone in the wrong path as men often do,
Turn out of that path and begin life anew.
To err is human—that we know well;
Sometimes it's for the best, yet who can tell?
Life is too short for men to worry or fret,
If you've made a mistake, why, try and forget.
You can't afford to live in the past, shedding bitter tears over happy
or unhappy days that are forever gone by. The time that is yours the
eternal now, is with you Tears for the past won't make the present any
brighter or make it any the less easy to bear. Life is hard, always has been,
and always will be If there were not heavy burdens life wouldn't be life
Kfr w^rUS 1 £ arn- K iS not the S0ft and eas^ thin^s th^t make
life worth while, it s the stern, rough, rude things that give grace and
strength to character.
,, . happiness is not contingent upon the possession of wealth, neither in
the lack of it but found in a man doing the very best that he can for those
around about him. Say something good about people if you have to make it
up. We must learn to live in a beauty, an earnestness that shall have be
come part of ourselves. In life, there is no creature so degraded but knows
full well which is the noble and beautiful thing not strong enough within
i! 5 LS f "T lmP°rtant that one's life should be perceived than that
it should be transformed, for no sooner has it been perceived than that it
transformes itself of its own accord.
Why do people make unpleasant remarks about one another? Is it
because they are not considerate enough of others, or is it because "they do
not care.
We should keep our tongue from speaking evil of others; if we
cannot say something good of them let us not say anything at all. Many a
person has gone down in his grave before time, because of some idle or
thoughtless saying that was to heavy a burden for him to bear. Some peo
ple are easy to take offense, while others are not, so we should observe five
things with care-of whom we speak, to whom we speak, and how, and
when, and where
We ought not to "fly off the handle" for just any little
thing. Laugh and the world laughs with you, weep and you weep alone.
We have no right to make remarks on the opinions and beliefs of others
since everyone has a right to his own opinion, and perhaps we are more
wrong in our own beliefs and opinions than they. If we have anything to
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say which will not be of any benefit, let us keep our lips closed firmly.
y£U W°uld have them do unto

y°u-

vou o-oincr to £ t v ^
Think! Are
you going to be a traitor? a betrayer of a friend? a betrayer of secrets? Are
t'? e"mity y0Ur bOSOm? Is r0Ur time "el1
n'sl rasereveals to the world just the kind
whe" il is
? " "^ "" 'S W°rth

MSHS

of a person m IZV""ifV
lived'wT TreTou

1M"re 1°' 'he man who liyes ""•M*
F<* «>»
man
JhoVvJ
y 3 f™"5 SUCCeS8'
Life is a dcBert iTOaPable °f
beine reeled
^
Peing rec aimed, Riven over to sand storms and terrible wastes for the

Z Id trii°toyb^thint^SelfJn mi"d- Wh° ^o°d
of
to the surface, it's a winding upward
path of rose blossoms^
W"h eontimal vistas °f delW>' B»read
Store hta
^
S. R.

THE UNEXPECTED GUEST.
Study hall was going on,
So were Maude and Ethel;
Willie sewed on her dress alone
And wished her name were Sethel.
Suddenly the door burst in!
An argus eye protruded;
Or surely so it must have been
For all seemed deluded.
Each took on a stony stare,
There knees did surely shake;
On its end stood every hair,
Their spirits 'gan to quake!
The argus said in accents strong,
"Is not this the time to study?"
And Maud replied with glances long,
"Methinks my reason's muddy!"
With this the phantom disappears,
Then Ethel soon did giggle,
And Willie felt some morbid fears
While homeward Maude did wiggle.
Dreary silence holds dominion
Through that dimly lighted hall;
For Mrs. Goff had made a visit
Showing "pride must have a fall."
W. S. P.
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man and soon led the way to a well equipped table, where all partook heartily
of the feast.
,Aftei- dinner, Carroll Singles resumed his journey, leaving the pretty
little home behind him. Laura gave no thought to him as the years passed
on. nor to any man, for she was making her career. She was studying in a
great art studio in New York, and her future stretched out invitingly before
her.

THE LOST ROAD.
?.n® morn'nS a plainly dressed, but attractive girl was on her way to
the> mail box, which was about a mile from her home. Her heart seemed
light for she was humming a gay little song and smiled at the flowers and
butterflies as she passed along. Her wavy brown hair was drawn up loosely
under her wide-brimmed sun-hat, and her hazel eyes looked out shyly,
o ^ ,,
5uvfry mu? engrossed with her fancies, she did not notice a horse
and rider, that were fast approaching, until almost directly in front of them.
GC1
aS t0 whether she should turn back or run and hide
twf6?'
e us es near he road, for the stranger was well-dressed, young and
handsome. He had come so near, now, that she had no time to consider, so
!l
hat over her eyes and walked on. Suddenly, she was
started with these words: "Little girl can you tell mewherelam? I have
lost my bearings and can't find my way." Then seeing that she seemed

hZl

T ''

afraid 0f me' for 1 wil1 not hurt you.
W if A
Look
', °H 00 . s_n^®^°us.
She felt that the dignity of her seventeen sum
mers had received a blow, in the words. "Little girl," and her face was a
study in mingled anger and surprise, as she raised it to him. "Sir," said she
in her haughtiest tone, I am sorry you have lost your way. You are now on
the Houston and Okolona public road, about six miles from Okolona. As it is
so near dinner time, perhaps you will dine with us. We live just up the road."
But where are you going?" as she started on. "Oh! I am just going to the
mail box. You can go to our house, and mother will welcome you." But,

h°0 Sat'm6//STUnte?'
hVSSSteSS drass6 81

and'

leading

his horse, retraced his way to

Wh0m he had f°md PartiC"lari,y

talJed ?!lriT SUbfCtS> Whi,e he grew more interested all the
whilP
while and wondered at her knowledge of books, music, art, and the stageOf course, mamma, who was an elderly lady, gladly welcomed the tired young

After five years had passed, Laura was sitting on the lawn, making a
sketch, one drowsy afternoon. A man coming up the drive saw her white
dress and hurried eagerly forward. As she heard the gate open, she glanced
up, then sprang to her feet. She recognized him as the same Carroll Singles
whom she had met in the dusty road. As they greeted each other, he said':
have lost my road, Little Girl, and you are the only one that can find it
for me. Will you?" She understood the significence of these words, but,
as before, did not answer. Taking silence for consent he took her hand and
placed a beautiful diamond upon it. Then they went together in the house
to tell mamma the news.
W. S. P.
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ON A MOUNTAIN CREST.

In 1907 the Seniors scoffed
At seven little "freshies" green as grass,

dauehterayF^nn t^.mountaui"s]of'Colorado lived an old man and his only
f
u "f" hadleft hls home in Ohio after the death of his
C°me t0 these mountJlins with his little
girl who w7 y?arp
*
girl, who was only four years of age, and an old negro woman, the nurse in
toTmeI
T
-ij Why this man had left oiwiization with his daughter
Here Fern tr m.T
' "° one that ever k«™ him had found out.
young womanhood with no companionship save
/!
,!
that of her old nurse and her silent father.
Pamonsnip save

These, hugging corners, anxiously coughed,
When those grave "things" did pass.

The Sophomore Class of 1908
Got "beau" struck right away;

She hfd liV6d "early aI1 of her life not seoi"8 anything of the
world
world and its people, excepting the few rude mountaineers, she was above
the common run of them. For her father, having his share of the worlds
hlmself and kept her suPPiied with good wholesome
hoolTJt
?Ug5t
books to read and some papers from which she read of the doings of the out-

But they soon mended up their gait,
And studied books both night and day.

hvin Tini h e s e h T "7
living in these backwoods, slowlv grew.

f°r something better than
She read of the girls who were

ifSltXf^olandSheWOndered Why She C0Uldn't do the

Now seven plusthnee the Juniors numbered,

Her father noticed her continual restlessness and pitied her that she
a
d S V h u t ° f f , r o m t h e s l r e e t M e n d L i p t h a tS
Z
.
l
so much. Thinking thus he resolved to do something for her even if it sen
arated her from him. He was a man of means and he would send her to
some good College where she could learn and be well cared for.

To fight the innumerable foe,
At French and German they soon murmured
In 1909; the year of woe.

leavine- herd7P°ke0f+hiS purpose' she was very happy, but to think of
d6ar parent was almost too much, for she was passionately
S?u
had neV6r S6emed affectionate. Finally it was decidedto 777
a sort ofltetl7 f° t0ih!7ll0ridge diversity. Maine, anditwas with
a sort of regretful feeling that she prepared for her departure for she had
really grown to love her lonely mountain home. Her nurse was to stay with

With dignity and haughty mien

ing strticet

The Class of '10 comes roun',

^

"°W tHat

he WOuId have no Fern

to do

little lov-

Some weeks passed and Fern was established in her new place. She
was a very sweet girl and pretty, so she wasn't long gaining friends. One

A finer class was never seen.

Fern wrote to hlr adnl,r®dand+these 7° <Juickly became the best of friends.
Sends She toM
l
u 3 &nd toId him e™-ything about her new
?7ar Sb told Shirley-her friend-about her life and where she had

To wear the cap and gown.
E. G.

asktd Vhto 7

abou.t,her loneIy father aw»y

wtt fe^henS.

/

^ °" ^

"P there in the hills, and she

^^

But that WaS

be

The time passed very rapidly to Fern, and she and her friend were
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now ready to go to the mountains for a short vacation. Fern's father was
glad for his daughter to have some one with her and he enjoyed seeing his
former quiet little girl now a girl full of life and spirit. When the two girls
left, the old house did indeed seem dreary to the old man and soon he found
himself slowly but surely sinking to the grave. The old nurse watched over
him but in spite or her tender care, one day she found him sitting in his
favorite seat with his pipe in his hand, dead.
She wrote to Fern and within a few days Fern came to see for the last
time, her old home and to see the only parent she had ever known, laid to
rest under a spreading sycamore tree close by the little old log house. Fern
could never think of returning to the mountains for every little path and
every rock brought back sad memories of childhood days, and this was the
last time that Fern ever looked upon her father's grave and the old home.
She went back to her friends and become the wife of Shirley's brother, but
still she didn't find all that she had lost.
W. J. F.

A CORNER OP STUDENT'S ROOM AT CHICKASAW.
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LA MARSEILLAISE.
Allous, enfants de la Patrie,
Le jour de gloire est arrive!
Contre nous de la tyrannie
L'itendard sanglant est level
L'etendard sanglant est leve!
Entendez-vous, daus ces campagnes,
Mugir ces feroces soldats!
lis viennent jusque dans vos bras
Egorger nos fils, nos campagnes!
Aux armes, citoyens! formez vos bataillons
Marchons! Marchons! gu'un sang impur
abreuve nos sillons!
Amour sacre de la Patrie,
Conduis, soutiens nos braves vengeurs!
Liberte, Liberte cherie,
Combats avec tes defenseurs!
Combats avec tes defenseurs!
Sons nos drapeaux, que la Victoire
Accoure a tes males accents!
Que tes ennemis expirants
Voient ton triomphe et notre gloire!
Aux armes, etc.
Nous entrerons dans la carriere
Quand nos aines n'y seront plus;
Nous y trouverons leur ponssiere
Et la trace de leurs vertus,
Et la trace de lours vertus.
Bien moins jaloux de leur survivre
Que de partager leur cercueil.
Nous aurons le sublime orgueil
De les venger on de suivre!
Aux armes etc.

Y. w. C. A. GIRL.
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Y. W. c. A. CABINET.
Maude Wiggs
President
Myrtle Collums
Vice President
Willie Parrott
Secretary
Mary Mabry
Treasurer
Ethel Giles
.
_
Chairman of Devotional Committee
Mary Lyle Stennis Chairman of Missionary Committee
Ludie McCutcheon
... Chairman of Bible Study Committee
Susie Jones
Chairman of Intercollegiate Committee
Eugenia Wiggs
Chairman of Poster Committee
Beulah Mei Roberts
.... Chairman of Social Committee
Watchword: "May the Lord watch between me and thee while we
are absent one from the other."
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LYDIAN SOCIETY.
Inez Abernathy.
Marie Anderson.
Mariam Boyd.
Mabel Burk.
Flournoy Bell.
Cordie Bishop.
Vaudie Bishop.
Laura Barksdale.
Rozelle Calloway.
Mildred Calloway.
Sarah Dunlap.
Lorena Dunlap.
McNeil Dunlap.
Myra Lynn Dunlap.
Willie Webb Dunlap.
Willye Ferguson.
Zora Grisham.
Zelle Harris.
Nannie Pearl Jackson.
Mildred Pegues.
Eva Rauch.

Pauline Rauch.
Eleanor Roberson.
Mildred Rutledge.
Winnie Roberson.
Annie Lora Roberson.
San Stewart Roberson.
Merrill Stowe.
Elizabeth Barr.
Wilma Simmons.
Hattie Seale.
Tiny Seale.
Ada Sneed.
Bessie Webster.
Maude Wiggs.
Susie Weatherall.
Clyde Wood.
Jean Stewart Wilson.
Sara Wheeler.
Irene Young.
Verdye Campbell.
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ELIZABETHAN SOCIETY.
Madge Anderson.
Evan Baker.
Marian Bigham.
Mildred Boyd.
Irene Bratton.
Rebecca Bridwell.
Birdie Brown.
Sue Ella Brown.
Linda Brown.
Richard Calloway.
Myrtle Collums.
Verdie Collums.
Minnie Caldwell.
Gladys Donaldson.
Maidie Gay.
Ethel Giles.
Isabel Goff.
Bessie Hutchison.
Nelle Huntington.
Susie Jones.
Cornelia Knox.
Jo Knox.
Lois Knox.
Eva Knox.
Mana Marian.
Mary Mabrv.

Kate Mauldin.
Ludie McCutcheon.
Quella McGregor.
Docia Moorman.
Dorothy Miller.
Esther Pauk.
Willie Parrott.
Sarah Rauch.
Beulah Mae Roberts.
Willie Rodgers.
Cicily Simmons.
Mariam Simpson.
Alice Simpson.
Charles Simpson.
Lillie May Staten.
Mary Stennis.
Genie Wiggs.
Dale Wood.
Macie Young.
Lizzie Lou Young.
Laura Gragnon.
Lela McLaurin.
Alma McLaurin.
Flora May Campbell.
Carrie Campbell.
Maidie Daws.
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AND SHAKESPEARE SAID OF THEM-(?)

EXPRESSION DEPARTMENT.
JEAN MCFARLAND DICKSON, Director.
CLASS MOTTO:
"Labor is the price of success."
CLASS ROLL.
Jean Stuart Wilson.
Eleanor Roberson.
Mildred Boyd.
Almarine Brown.
Nannie Pearl Jackson.
Merril Stowe.
Genia May Gandy.
Willie Rogers.
Miss Lila Sadler.
Susie Weatherall.
Miss Mitchell.

ffi

Mildred Pegues.
Dale Wood.
Wilma Simmons.
Zella Harris.
Flournoy Bell.
Laura Gragnon.
Laura Barksdale.
Mildred Rutledge.
Cicely Simmons.
Ada Sneed.

Alack! There lies more peril in thine eyes, than twenty of their
swords." Flournoy Bell.
"I am the .very pink of courtesy." Merril Stowe.
"In the morn and liquid dew of youth." Laura Barksdale.
"See what a grace was seated on this brow, Hyperions curls." Nan
nie Pearl Jackson.
"A bright particular star." Mildred Boyd.
*|In maiden meditation, fancy free." Ada Sneed.
Laura Gragnon.
( A merry heart goes all the day."
" 'Tis beauty truly blent, whose red and white, Nature's own sweet
and eunning hand laid on." Miss Lila Sadler.
^For 'tis the mind that makes the body rich." Zella Harris.
"She is as white as a lily." Almarine Brown.
"She looks as clear as morning roses newly washed in dew." Genia
May Gandy.
Here comes the lady; 0, so light a foot will ne'er wear out the ever
lasting flint." Miss Mitchell.
Pll commend her volubility and say, Sheuttereth piercing eloquence."
Mildred Pegues.
"Y.ounff budding virgin, fair and fresh and sweet." Wilma Simmons.
"Like the hazel twig, is straight and slender." Dale Wood.
"She is young and of a noble, modest nature." Eleanor Roberson.
''Her voice was ever soft, gentle and low." Willie Rogers.
"With wealth enough and young and beauteous." Jeane Stuart Wil
son.
"Her eye in heaven would through the airy region stream so bright,
That birds would sing and think it were not night." Susie Weatherall.
"Happy the parents of so fair a child." Mildred Rutledge.
"Sweet as spring-time flowers." Cicely Simmons.
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A SPRINGTIME PRESENTATION OF

"A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM,"
SETTING: COLLEGE CAMPUS.

CAST.
Theseus, Duke of Athens
Jeane Stewart Wilson
Egeus, father to Hermia
Eleanor Roberson
Lvsander \ r i
*j.i tt
• I
Wilms Simmons
love wlth Herm,a "l
Demetrius i
Flournoy Bell
Philostrate, master of the revels to Theseus
Miss Mitchell
Quince, a carpenter
Zelle Harris
Bottom, a weaver
—
,
- Merrill Stowe
Flute, a bellows mender
Ada Sneed
Snout, a tinker
Susie Weatherall
Starveling, a tailor
Willie Rodgers
Hippolyta, queen of the Amazons
Mildred Pegues
Hermia, in love with Lysander
Miss Lila Sadler
Helena, in love with Demetrius
Dale Wood
Oberon, king of the fairies
Nannie Pearl Jackson
Titania, queen as the fairies
Almarine Brown
Puck, or Robin Goodfellow
1
Mildred Boyd
Fairies attending their King and Queen, etc.
_
. „• w f
Willie Rodgers
Attendants on Theseus and Hippolyta
|
Genie May Qandy
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FRENCH CLUB ON FIRST DAY OF APRIL.
SCENE-BACK CAMPUS.
Devise: "Ne laissez pas votre appetite souffrire."
Coleurs: Blanche et Cardinal.
Miss Lucy Wilson
Marie Anderson.
Bessie Hutchison
Zora Grisham
Willie Parrott
Willye Ferguson
Eva Rauch
Sarah Rauch
Ethel Giles
Maude Wiggs.._
Verdye Campbell

_
Honoraire Member.
"La fi]le de Jacque."
"Une Modeste Mademoiselle."
"Un Dictionnaire Latin."
"La Parrott que chante."
"La Amante de Musique."
"Une Meritier de A. B " (C?)
"La fille avec le rire."
"Une cygnet—tout mais."
"Une blonde'perruques."
"Une victime de la Malade d' amour."

•
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"THE NAUGHTY THREE"
PASSWORD:
"Don't get Ethel
started."

COLORS**
"Green but
bright green."
USUAL SAYINGS:

OP

"SENIOR HALL."

MOTTO.
"In fact to speak in earnest
We believe it adds a charm;
To spice the good a trifle,
With a little dust of harm."

Willie: "I hear Mrs. Goff coming!"
Maude: "Turn out the light quick!"
^
Ethel: "Make haste, girls, I'm famishing to death!"
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BASKET BALL NO. 3.
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September 14. Opening Exercises.
16. Stragglers continue to come.
20. Senior Class elects officers.
24. Class decides to get out an Annual.
25. Studying! Gee! I reckon!
31.
Seniors must have Orations.
6. Basket-ball is "all the go."
10. One of our Juniors marries.
16. Seniors present "The Sweet Family."
29. The Glee Club is going to Houlka.
30. The Glee Club did not go (?)
November 1. Subjects for Orations assigned.
2. "Weeping, and wailing and gnashing of teeth."
3. Next day.
12. Two more weeks till Orations.
14. We must go to work on the Annual.
18. Orations are rehearsed day and night.
25. Turkey, cranberries, sauce, pickles, cakes, etc. (?) Ah!
26. First series of Orations are really given.
27. "And the next day it rained!"
December 1. The Sophomores get wise?
4. "Maude gets good—Christmas is coming."
8. Everybody makes Christmas presents.
12. Ten more days till Christmas.
14. Genie gets sick? still able to make presents.
17. Mr. Goff's Birthday. Reception in honor of Seniors.
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19. (Sunday) Willie paints in "A LIFE BOOK."
20. 47 hrs. 59 min. 60 sec. till we go home.
22. All bound for home.
29. Miss Maidie, Susie and Ethel are on their way to "RawChester," (N. Y.).
31. Senior Class withdraws for the rest of the year. ':,New Year
Bells."
January 1. New Year resolutions by the score.
2. New Year resolutions broken by the score.
3. Orations are talked of again.
5. Let's work on the "Annual."
6. No Hall teacher! Yes she's com*.
6. 1 p. m. "Girls, how much Tacitus have you read."
Girls: "We don't know exactly."
12. Behold! Ethel, Susie and Niagara Falls have returned.
30. Mr. Goff lectures on "Juniper Tree."
February 1. Myrtle is home-sick.
14. Teachers entertain pupils.
15. Senior Orations.
15. 10 p. m. No more Orations for Seniors.
18. College Seniors entertain town Seniors.
22. John Goff, Jr., and George Washington's birthday.
23. Miss Mitchell fell down the steps.
25. How lonely Miss Lucy seems.
28. Sunshine Hawks scatters sunshine.
"The wind doth blow. We are going to have snow."
Zora played hookey.
Marie goes home—sick.
Willye must practice—walking up the street with Bret.
Verdye elopes with a Camel (Campbell).
Forty-two becomes interesting.
The Seniors will give a play soon.
April
Who turned the desks upside down?
The next day after the first.
We hear Esther Paden went home and got married.
Vardaman comes to town.
Five C. C. girls visit the I. I. & C.
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COLLEGE FUN.
One day a dish of Salmon was on the
table and one of the teachers asked: "Is that
fish?" Idelle Gaillard replied: "No, ma'am,
it's Salmon."
Rebecca Bidwell to one of the girls:
Mrs. Dickson is always talking about Dr.
Cook at the table. Who is he anyway? Is he
her sweetheart?
Mr. Goff to Lorena Dunlap: Now,
Lorena Dunlap, you begin and tell all about
the Dred-Scott Decision.
Lorena: Well, Dred was a man and
Scott was a man and they met one day and
had a decision.
Mr. Goff: Miriam, of what cause did
the people die who lost their lives at the de
struction Herculaneum and Pompeii?
Miriam: Why! — I — er—krow—they
died of an eruption.
Don't forget that she who does nothing, does much harm.
Myrtle Collums on her first day at school saw an automobile in town;
she was charmed and exclaimed: "I'll have me one of them things if it
takes a whole bale of cotton to buy it!"
God loves the cheerful giver—he should though, as they are rapidly
becoming extinct.
Willye: Gee! I wish I had a job in the post office.
Verdie: Why?
Willye: So I could get my stamps, first cost.
Miss Mitchell: Cornelia, what do you know about the Caucasian race?
Cornelia: Nothing. Miss Mitchell, I went to the basket ball game.
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WANTED TO KNOW.
By Ethel Giles: If a mink belongs to the fowl family and the king
fisher to the king family?
By Myrtle Collums: If Rally and Field Days will not come again until
next year?
By Zora Grisham: If it is too expensive to paint twice a day for three
hundred and sixty-five days?
By Maude Wiggs: If that is a violin or a fiddle that I hear?
By Verdye W. Campbell: How many eggs to put in biscuits for two?
By Willye Ferguson: If it looks too bad to swing on the front gate
once in a while?
By Mary Stennis: If the Campbellite and Christian church is the
same or is it two different churches?
By Mrs. Goff: If "Christ is King" is a Sunday song?
By Inez Abernathy: If the express office is near the chicken pox?
By Susie Jones: If the ear has any coats?
By Willie Parrott: If Joe pumps all the water we use?
By Miss Richmond: How many biscuits the girls can eat?
By Miss Dickson: If all the lights are out?
By Laura Gragnon: If the butter is old enough to tell where it came
from?
By Sadie Franklin: If flour will ruin the complexion?
By Miriam Simpson: If all the boys are like her Rodric and Everett?
By Willie Rodgers: If hot and cold water are both pumped out of the
ground at the same time?
By Mana Marion: To press her skirt. Where is the Press?
By Genie Wiggs: If the bacon won't ever give out?
By Miss Lucy Wilson: If that is Dixie or Home Sweet Home that
Willie Parrott is playing?
By Mary Mabry: If Ethel Giles has any more mixed pickles?
By Willye Ferguson: What is the square root of 1?
By Marie Anderson: If reading any other one's love letters is wrong?
By Eva Rauch: If it is a sin to flirt?
By Sarah Rauch: If she can't wear slippers half a number smaller?
By Mildred Pegues: If small pox is contageous?
By Dale Wood: If it is all right to turn from Baptist to Methodist?
When "we shall rise!?"
By Bessie Hutchison: If zoology and biology is the same?
By all: If we are going to get the hash and "zip" eaten up before
commencement Sunday?
By some: How many pounds a twine string will hold up when sus
pended from the third floor window?
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That our daughters may be as cornerstones polished after the simili
>>

tude of a palace.—Psalms 144-12.
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Mississippi's oldest college for girls.
Owned and controlled by East Mississippi Presbytery.
A high class school for high class girls.
Ideal location among the highest hills of the state.
Commodius buildings and extensive grounds.
Talented and experienced faculty.
Hundreds of Mississippi'? best women have been educated here.
Daughters of some old Mississippi families are trained here from
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Personal attention to each pupil's needs and welfare.
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Sound instruction in literary departments; splendid advantages in
music, art,

and

expression.

Largest enrollment this year in the history of

the school.
For further particulars address

JOHN GOFF, President.

M. L. SHANNON,

B1GHAM & ABERNATHY

Jeweler and
Optician,

Dealers in

High Grade Groceries.

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks,
Cut Glass, Jewelry, Sta=

Both Phones No. 1.
Free City Delivery.

tionery, School Books,
Optical, Musical and
Art Goods.

PONTOTOC,

MISS.

T. J. R0BERS0N,

We

FRENCH CAMP MILITARY ACADEMY
THE CHEAPEST FIRST-CLASS PRE
PARATORY SCHOOL FOR BOYS
IN THE STATE.

make a Specialty of

Candies, Fruits, Nuts, etc.

GRADUATES ADMITTED INTO UNIVERSITIES
PONTOTOC, MISS.
Rates $2.00
per Day.

WITHOUT EXAMINATION.

Fire 25c
Extra,

New brick Dormitory, one story.

Furniture,
Undertaker's Goods,
Pianos, Organs
and
Sheet Music,
PONTOTOC, MISSISSIPPI.
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THE ROBERSON HOTEL
W. M.ROBERSON,
Proprietor,

Special Attention to Com
mercial Travelers.

PONTOTOC,

-

MISS.

Healthy

country location.
Personal attention.

Thorough instruction.

No evil resort of any kind in the community.
Send for catalogue.

REV. F. L. McCUE, Principal,
French Camp, Miss.
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0. C. CARR, PRESIDENT.
J. D. SIMMONS, CASHIER.

R. P. BROWN, VICE-PRESIDENT.
W. L. THOMASON, ASS'T CASHIER.

2() YEARS OI.I>

NEW BRICK HOTEL,
60 Rooms.
Salmon=Wilson Building.

BANK OF PONTOTOC,
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $60,000.00.

Steam Heat Water Works
Electric Lights

PONTOTOC, MISS.
It is your privilege to become one of our patrons, and it is our privilege to
please you, once you have become one.

A Savings Department for those who would get ahead in life.
DIRECTORS:
T. B. WILSON
0. C. CARR
R. B. CALLAWAY
R. P. BROWN
J. A., POWELL
JEFF. D. BROWN
E. M. CARR
DR. J. E. GIVHAN
R. B. PATTERSON
J. D. SIMMONS

WHAT DO WE
LIVE FOR

If it is not to make life less difficult for
each other?
A useful life should be insured, it means
usefulness extended after you are called
away. Polices ages 14 to 68, secured by

MOOR-BRADY
HARDWARE CO,

n help
I young ladies can
Young i
themselves"' go to College by insuring
their lives. Have it explained.
IT HAS PROVEN A FRIEND to thous
ands who have not been friends to them-

!TVHAS SHIELDED THOUSANDS

of
families who would have been homeless
without it.
„
,. ,
IT HAS SENT TO COLLEGE multitudes
of boys and girls who but for it would not

Wagons, Buggies, Sad=

Don't Fail to Visit Us Be=
fore Buying.
Mrs. Stephen Threlkeld
In Charge.

PONTOTOC,

MISS.

TONSOR1AL ARTISTS.

MERCHANTS
J. T. BISHOP, Prop.

Hardware, Agricultural

Old building converted into Jobbing House

Razor Honing a Specialty.
in January, 1911.
Department Store opened in New Hotel
Building in September; 1910.

PONTOTOC, MISS.

Headquarters
GAGE HATS.

The Star Barber Shop
SALMON-WILSON
COMMISSION CO.
FIRST CLASS

And Cotton Buyers.

Implements.

UP-TO-DATE

MILLINERY

MAIN ST.

PONTOTOC, MISS.

dies, Stoves, Builder's

IT^HAS^STARTED THOUSANDS OF
YOUNG MEN in business who, but for it,
either would not started at all, or would
IT^A^LIFTED THE MORTGAGE from
thousands of homes.
LIFE INSURANCE,
"TIIE GREAT HOME 1'ROTECTION."

Name of Hotel to be chosen
from lis, selected by school
children of county.

Wholesale and Retail

LEE THOMASON,
PONTOTOC, MISS.

OPEN SEPT. 1ST, 1910.

LADIES BAZAAR,

PONTOTOC, MISS.

Bank of Pontotoc
Building,

MAIN and DEPOT STS.
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CHAMBERLAIN HUNT ACADEMY
PORT GIBSON, MISS.
Training School for boys and young men. Owned by
Synod of Miss. Electric Lights, Steam Heat, Hot and Cold

C. D. MITCHELL & CO.,
rtRTTO STORE
Candies, Cigars, Ice Cream, School Supplies, China

Water==best equipped plant of the kind in the South. In

and Silver Ware, Holiday Goods, Drugs,

High Hills free from malaria. Rate only $175.00, covering

Toilet Articles.

all expenses.

Some boys take work to reduce expense.
THE SWELLED

Write for illustrated catalogue.

REV. M. E. MELVIN, A. M., Pres.
WE CHALLENGE COMPETION IN PRICE AND

SOI,V

WATER FOUNT IN NORTH

MISSISSIPPI

For

FERGUSON & DANDRIDGE

Undertakers Goods,

Staple and Fancy
Groceries,

Dealers in

QUALITY.

BOYD, LYON CO.,

Furniture, etc.

PONTOTOC, MISS.
Go to

DRESS GOODS,

NOTIONS,

MEN'S AND BOYS' FURNISHINGS,
SHOES,

CLOTHING.

Feed Stuffs and
Plantation Supplies.
Also Proprietors of

Pontotoc Bottling Works.

ROBT. CARR'S,
PONTOTOC,

MISS.

Both Phones, 63-108.

Free Delivery in Town.
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

O. C. CARR,

PONTOTOC, MISS.

GENERAL MERCHANT,

ALV1S MITCHELL.

J. R. JACKSON,

LANDS and LIVE STOCK.

Attorney-at-Law.

Dentist.

PONTOTOC,
MISS.
Mississippi Heights
Academy,

WILL H. WOOD,

a'

Merchandise.

General

0. F. CARR,

MITCHELL & ROBERSON,

M. D.

Attorneys-at-Law.

Training School for Boys.
Special attention given
to disciplining and en
vironing students.
If interested, write

Buys Cotton.
Special Invitation to Ladies
to our Dress Goods
Department.

J. E. BROWN,

Blue Mountain, - Miss.

PONTOTOC,

MISS.

R. P. DONALDSON,

JACK FONTOENE,

M. D.

Attorney=at=Law.
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The VERY BEST MONUMENTS

JO SMITH. MERCHANT,
TWO BIG STORES

At most reasonable price and satisfaction

LADIES' FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

guaranteed. Agents wanted in every com

Everything in reedy to wear apparel. Coat Suits, Skirts, Wash Suits,
a
ohnnc Hosiery, Neckwear, Fine Millinery, Dress
Shirt Waists, Snappy Shoes, Hosiery,
Goods. Mrs. Jo Smith and Miss Georgia Higdon in charge.

munity. Write us for prices before pur
chasing.

GENTS' FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

COLUMBUS MARBLE WORKS,
COLUMBUS, MISS.
Cumberland Long Distance, 22.
Southwestern, 98.

RAUCH PRODUCE COMPANY.
We Buy Any Quantity Anywhere.

Strauss' High Art Clothing, Nettleton and White House Shoes Silver
uT , Shirts Hats Ties, Hosiery in short We have the most up-toTa" in this cit; we carry everything that Men and Boys wear,

w. P. and J. A. Heliums and L. L. Smith, salesmen.

MY SPECIALTIES: WHITESIDE HOUSE,
Correct Posing,
Popular Tones,

RATES:
$1.00 per Day.

Scientific Lighting,

POULTRY, EGOS, BUTTER, FURS,
HIDES, WOOL, PEAS, ETC.
We Guarantee the Highest Market
Price and Solicit your Business.

MOBILE, ALA.

PONTOTOC, MISS.

Latest Styles.

"Whiteside,
The Photographer,"
PONTOTOC, MISS.

Your Patronage
Solicited.

PONTOTOC, MISS.
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